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An illustrated guide to fruit is part reference guide, part art book, and part cookbook, celebrating
the joys of fruits and nuts

From Publishers WeeklyDavidson and Knox, collaborators on Seafood , team up again on this
beautiful and practical guide to fruits and nuts harvested worldwide. In size, seriousness and
attention to detail, the volume is rather atlas-like. And it's overdue, what with "the astonishing
changes which have taken place in the last two decades in the availability of what were
formerly . . . exotic fruits." Crisply written, spectacularly illustrated, the book diverges into
etymology and history--and the "sexual habits" of the papaya--as well as providing recipes and
preparation tips. While recipes are culled from many sources and countries, some of the most
interesting are examples of British confectionery at its most enchanting: Sir Kenelm Digby's
cordial tabletssic (a sugar cure), Brompton Cemetery blackberry foolsic and Cumberland plate
cake.sic Also included are recipes for conserved fruits (candied, glaced, and leathered), along
with illustrated techniques for coring and carving pineapple and peeling and dicing
mango.Copyright 1991 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Eclectic_E, “FRUIT: A CONNOISSEURS GUIDE AND COOKBOOK. It all started with a Chicago
Tribune recipe for an almond orange cake - part torte, part custard - nutritious, tasty, and softly
tart. The recipe referred to Alan Davidson's book and the search began. It was available
through a London bookseller. When it arrived, the delightful book highlights fruits through
sumptuous illustrations, historical references, and recipes that are a must-try.”

smk, “Awesome pictures. My primary reason for buying this book was for the pictures of fruit and
I am 100% pleased with pictures. The book also contains detailed info about a multitude of
individual fruits and fair number of recipes.”

Dorothy Swann, “Five Stars. Love it”

Gerald A. Mauri, “six and one-half stars. i needed another few copies of this book; they make
very useful gifts for food aficionados i meet who don't know Davidson's work. i was very
surprised to see that ONLY TWO readers had reviewed the book over the years it's been
available. poor Alan! Like Jane Grigson, Prof Davidson was very underappreciated in our
country, despite the fact that most of his books had well produced US editions, and with
respectable American publishers. Go figure. I don't have much to add to the first reviewer's
comments. the reviewer states it all. i just have to add that all of Alan's wit and erudition are in
abundant evidence in this title, and his collaboration with Ms. Knox was a wonder (see their
other collaboration, "Seafood"). I knew Alan Davidson over a number of years and I can't
overstate his profound contribution to food and gastronomy writing and scholarship. my advice:
snatch up several copies of this book while it's still available, and at Amazon's great price.”

V de V, “Luscious & Useful!. I bought this book many years ago, for a very cheap price on sale.
Guess I was lucky. The illustrations are gorgeous and the information extensive and wonderfully
organized. Odd as it sounds, it is one of my more frequently referenced books - my husband and
I pull it out all the time to check out unusual fruits that are now appearing in supermarkets, to see
how to choose and prepare them.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic reference. This book is an illustrated dictionary of just about all
of the fruits and nuts in the world. Each entry covers a family of closely related fruits, such as
grapes, raisins, white raisins and currents. The entry includes a full page color illustration of the
fruits in the family. The illustrations are tremendously useful for identifying less familiar fruits
such as cape gooseberries or langsats. Many of the illustrations also include foliage or peels to
help with identification. The illustrations are so well done that each one is worthy of framing as
art. The written article for each entry includes information about where and how the fruit is
cultivated or consumed. In the margin are the Latin scientific names for the fruits and common



names for the fruits in just about any language that has a name for the fruit, including in most
cases French, German, and Spanish, but also less widely known languages where the fruit is
eaten or grown, such as Japanese, Hebrew, Turkish, Hindi, Indonesian, or Thai. At the end of
the book are about 40 pages of recipes for fruits and nuts, which are also noted in the margins
for each individual entry. The book includes an extensive bibliography and index with scientific
names, common names, and recipes. I would recommend this book as an essential reference
for libraries. But it's useful for anyone who wants to know about fruits, where they came from,
and what they look like.”

Minnie, “A lovely book for foodies or those who appreciate botanical prints. A lovely illustrated
guide to fruit with short descriptive passages about where the variety grows etc. At the back
there are recipes (American cup measurements).”

Cheyenne, “ART AND FRUIT. I bought this book as I was taking a Botanical Illustration course at
the time and found it most useful. The illustrations are beautiful and very helpful Descriptions of
the various fruits are also interesting.”

The book by Alan Davidson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 12 people have provided feedback.
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